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KOMPAN BLOQX
BLOQX melds contemporary sculpture and sport into 
a form that kids can’t help but climb on.  Bouldering 
is one thing, but “BLOQXING” is something com-
pletely different.  Designed for every level of climbing 
ability, BLOQXING offers endless challenges.  Either 
with a group or solo, kids can organize games, define 
routes, compete with each other or explore new ways 
to summit BLOQX.  
 
The BLOQX concept was developed with world-class 
climbers and kids alike.  This unique collaboration 
ensures BLOQX designs would meet every level of 
climbing ability - from the serious climber training for 
a first ascent to kids who are looking to explore their 
limits and the challenging sport of bouldering.

BLOQX fits perfectly in any environment with strong vi-
sual expression and beautiful geometric form BLOQX 
fits like a sculpture into any urban setting. 

BLOQX makes the most of every space, by filling it 
with challenge, sculpture and sport in a way like never 
before.



MR BLOQX
Koos van Raalt established himself as a leader in 
the climbing community and advocate for outdoor 
climbing from years of participation in the sport.  
As the owner and operator of one of the largest 
outdoor climbing facilities in Europe, he also is on 
mission to share his love of the sport with others.                                                                                              
Rather than focus his attention on 1 dimensional 
designs such as wall panels, Koos knew from his 
own experience that 3 dimensional designs offers 
more challenge, variety, and options.  

BLOQX is a system that uses materials efficiently, 
installs quickly and unfolds to create a large-scale 
setting for serious climbers and beginners alike.                                                                      

Koos passion for climbing  drove him to develop 
the BLOQX concept and with the help of some 
of his friends - who also happen to be some of 
the best climbers in the world - BLOQX was 
created.



usER TEsTs
KOMPAN has gathered a lot of different user groups, parents and pedagogues to 
test the BLOQX concept.  Together with KOMPAN Play Institute member Karin Mül-
ler and external child expert Nadine seyfried, who also is an experienced climber 
herself, we found BLOQX to be a compelling product for multiple age groups and 
genders.   By ensuring the relevance of design and play value, we’re also ensuring 
you make the most of your parks.  
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MATERIALs
MAIN cOMPONENTs AND MATERIALs 

cLIMBING GRIPs: KOMPAN customized design, 
based on professionally designed climbing grips – 
for best play value. 

ALL PLATEs: Are made of durable 19mm uV 
stabilized, colored-through, extruded, hot-press 
laminated, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

cORNER BRAcKETs and brackets for connect-
ing two BLOQX are all made in stainless steel. 

suRfAcE AND IN-GROuND fOuNDATION are 
all made in Galvanized steel – for exceptional 
durability. 

TEsTs KOMPAN’s products and materials are 
not only tested in accordance with current safety 
standards in Europe and North America. They 
also fulfill our own strict demands for user safety 
proven play value and technical performance. for 
more detailed information regarding materials, 
measurements, drawings and descriptions please 
visit www.KOMPAN.com



“BLOQX caters for all levels of ability 
with easy routes for beginners and 
tougher more challenging routes for 
the more experienced climbers. It is an 
excellent product as It also encourages 
social interaction as the users tend to 
help and learn from each other.
Nadine seyfried External child expert  
and climber – france

“With our new product BLOQX - 
KOMPAN presents a product that 
brings a strong message of climbing 
and meeting to active public spaces. 
Our various user tests have shown 
that BLOQX inspires and attracts 
users of all kinds.”
Karin Müller child expert and member of the 
KOMPAN Play Institute – Denmark



1.   BLX410000
2.   BLX410100
3.   BLX410200
4.   BLX410300
5.   BLX410400
6.   BLX410500
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NEW

The new KOMPAN product 
range consist of 6 NEW products in different sizes perfect 
for both small and large spaces.  All offer a new and chal-
lenging climbing experience for kids 5 and older.  Kids 
and adults alike will need to continuously plan their move-
ments and train on BLOQX to discover every challenge 
the BLOQX products contain.

You won’t find an easy way around BLOQX. To make sure, 
there’s no climbing grips lower than 62 cm and every pan-
el has different grip configuration.  Our specially designed 
climbing grips also come in 2 different colors and sizes to 
create routing variety and challenging holds. 

for designs with elevated BLOQX, secure, “Gripperholds” 
are  included on the baseplate to provide a non slippery 
texture and a safe foothold.

With 6 new standard products, BLOQX can fit just about 
any site and number of users.

All products are tested and approved by the TÛV certifica-
tion according to the European standard for playground 
safety EN 1176
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